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SUBMARINE PORPOISE. 27/4/56. 

The submarine Porpoise -— first of a new class-— was 

launched at Barrow by Mrs Luce, wife of the Naval Secretary to the 

First Lord of the Admiralty. ^ The Porpoise has electric motors of an 

advanced design never previously used.  ̂  She will carry $^rew of six 

officers and sixty-five men. 

PETAIN. * 

At the Cathedral of Notre Dane in Paris, Mass was celebrated on \  

the hundredth anniversary of the birth of Marshal petaln. Afterwards, 
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fighting broke out between those who remembered a fa as hero 

Wari^ the First World War and thosf who remembered his 

Surrender tib Germany in the Second.V 

EAST 3E:.:.AN TUNNEL* 

Russian soldiers stood on guard^ while our newsreel cameraman 

took these pictures of a tunnel uncovered by engineers In the 

Soviet Sector of East Berlin. # At a Press Conference, the/Deputy 
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i^Tthe United States of using the ti 
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Sov&o-t Commandant had accuse# the United States of using the tunnel 

to tap the Russian telephone lines, 

SFtoW TRAIN. 

At Houghton, Michigan, a new type of snow lorry is being tested 

for the Xxmy Transport of the Mod American Army. The power cap alone 

is forty feet longJ and fourteen feet wide and look at those 

wheels. G.I. 's complain that by the time they've changed a tyre, 

the weather's change d^^ 

AUSTRALIANS AT LORDS. 

Welcome to Austrdie's Test cricketers seen here for a 

I ins? loosening-up in the nets at Lords^yCaptain Ian Johnson is smiling 

and given a fine summer -— he is confident of regaining the 

Ashes^t^ 

Watching the prac tied is M.C.£. President Lord Alexander /4- as I 
waiting 

also are the inevitable small cricket fans,/iusjsJtag to pick up an 

su tograph or a ballj^ 
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There's Keith Miller and here's hoping for a season <#sen 

rain will never stop play, / 
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